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Vous n'etes pas seuls

You are not alone

Participer a quelques jours d'intervalle aux congres de l'ACPAU et de NACUBO offre une belle
occasion de dresser un parallele entre le contexte
de l'enseignement superieur au Canada et celui
de nos voisins du sud. Les administrateurs
universitaires de l'ensemble
de l'Amerique du Nord semblent faire face aux memes
problematiques, soit le defi du
financement des augmentations considerables d'activite,
les changements constants de
l'environnement de travail,
l'augmentation des attentes dans
un contexte de ressources limitees, et la difficulty de recruter et
retenir le personnel de qualite et
As 1 reflect on the many
d'assurer le remplacement de la
experience-based presenta lions
Jacques Samson
main-d'ceuvre.
at both conferences, and the
En ecoutant toutes ces conferences, la tres
level of satisfaction of the participants, I am
grande majorite fondees sur ('experience vecue,
also struck by the fact that people on both sides
et en observant le niveau de satisfaction des
of the border are keen on learning from each
participants, je suis egalement frappe par le
other and exchanging effective practices in an
fait que tous les administrateurs universitaires
attempt to ensure that the resources available
souhaitent apprendre les uns des autres et
are used to their fullest potential. They quite
echanger leurs meilleures pratiques dans le but
adequately recognize that universities are comd'assurer une utilisation la plusefficace possible
plex organizations and that the achievement
des ressources disponibles. Tous et toutes reconof the 'academic' goals would simply not be
naissent que les universites sont des organisapossible without the dedicated contribution of
tions complexes et que I'atteinte des objectifs
all those who work on the administrative side
« academiques » de nos institutions ne seraient
of the house.
pas possible sans l'apport remarquable du personnel administratif.
In this context, more and more people are
turning to associations like CAUBO to find
answers to emerging problems as well as to
Dans ce contexte, on se tourne de plus en
share with others their experiences, successes,
plus vers des associations comme l'ACPAU
and difficulties. In doing so, they make availpour trouver des reponses aux nouveaux
able a body of knowledge that serves our instiproblemes aussi bien que pour partager les
tutions well and is a constant reminder of the
experiences, les succes aussi bien que les difquality of their contribution to the objectives
ficultes. II se constitue ainsi un corps de conof their respective institutions. This is exactly
naissances qui sert bien nos institutions et
what we are going to do with the upcoming
qui nous rappelle constamment la qualite des
publication of a new Debt Management Guide, efforts deployes pour ameliorer la gestion de
and the revisions of our Financial Reporting,
nos institutions. C'est exactement ce que nous
Income Tax and GST/HST guides. We are
cherchons a realiser par la publication prochaine
working for you. Help us serve you better. JH
d'un nouveau guide sur la gestion de la dette
et par la revision de nos guides sur les rapports
financiers, sur I'impot sur le revenu et sur la
TPS. Nous continuons a travailler pour vous etre
utile. Aidez-nous a vous servir encore mieux.ytt
Back to back attendance at the CAUBO conference and the NACUBO conference provides an
excellent opportunity to draw some parallels
between the higher education environment in
both countries. University administrators all
over North America are facing
similar issues such as the challenge of funding the tremendous growth in activities, the
constantly changing nature of
the workplace, the rising expectations in a context of limited
resources, and the difficulty of
attracting and retaining quality personnel and of ensuring
adequate succession planning.
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Datatel provides more than quality products. We
deliver complete, fully integrated solutions that meet
/our unique needs. And our dedicated Services
3
rofessionals are there to help you every step of the
way — implementing solutions that are on time and
within budget, and making the complex seem simple.
For nearly a quarter-century, the people at Datatel
have focused exclusively on higher education. During
that time, more than 600 colleges and universities
have chosen Datatel as their solutions partner.
Datatel is the industry leader for many reasons. Our
re strength will always be our people — and the
.during relationships we've built with our Clients.
To discover more about Datatel's people, our
solutions, and our commitment to excellence,
please visit www.datatel.com, or call
1.800. DATATEL.

///DATATEL
Solutions for higher education

www.datatel.com

Nouvelles et perspectives

News & Views

CAUBO 2003 Conference
I In- CAUBO 2003 conference, which was held in
beautiful Halifax, Nova Scotia June 21-24, set a new
attendance record, attracting over 450 registered delegates, partners and sponsors. Our hosts, Dalhousie
University, in association with the University of King's
College, delivered a program rich in content and value.
Copies of most handouts can be found on the CAUBO
website at www.caubo.ca (click annual conference).
Conference delegates were treated to traditional
Atlantic Canada hospitality and many have deemed
the CAUBO 2003 Conference the best yet!

Le congres ACPAU 2003
Le congres ACPAU 2003, tenu dans la belle ville
d'llalifax, Nouvelk'-Ixosse, du 21 au 24 juln, .1
atteint de nouveaux records de participation avec
plus de 450 delegues, partenaires et commanditaires.
Nos hdtes, l'Universite Dalhousie, en collaboration
avec 1'UniversiU' King's College, ont presente un
programme riche en contenu et en valeur. On peut
trouver copie des documents distribues sur le site
Web de l'ACPAU au www.acpau.ca (cliquer Congres
annuel). Les delegues ont pu profiler de 1'hospitaliM
bien connue des Maritimes et plusieurs considcrent
qu'il s'agit du mcilleur congres a ce jour!

Major events such as CAUBO 2003 would not be possible
without the participation of corporate sponsors who willingly
contribute their time, money, products and services to help us put
on the best event possible. We extend our sincere appreciation to
the following organizations for their outstanding support:
ARAMARK Canada Ltd.
Principal Partners/
Partenaires principaux ^ARAMARK

Major
Partners/
Partenaires
majeurs
Atlantic Blue Cross Care
SCT
Associate
Partners/
Partenaires
associes
AMI Campbell Van Lines
Budget Rent .i I ar of Canada Ltd.
CIBC Mellon Global Securities
Services Company
Ciber of Canada Inc
Clearwater Fine Foods Inc.
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Des evenements majeure comme ACPAU 2003 seraient impossible
sans la participation de commanditaires corporatifs qui contribuent
temps, argent, produits et services afin de nous aider a organiser le
meflleur evenement qui soit. Nous tenons a remercier les organismes
suhrants pour leur soutien exemplaire:

Deloitte & Touche

Deloitte
&Touche

Data Shapers Ltd.
Eckler Partners 1 td.
Ernst & Young
Johnson Controls Inc.
KPMG LI P
Men er 1 luman Resource Consulting
PeopleSofl (.mada
Siemens Building Technologies Ltd.
Sun Life Financial
Spring (formerly TNT International Mail)
UBS Global Asset Management
(Canada) Co.

Sodexho

Sodexho
/
xhibitors/Exposants
American Express Corporate Services
BMO Financial Group
Campus Retail Canada
Chartwells Education Dining Services
Chubb Security Systems
Clegg Campus Marketing
Datatel
Expert Travel Financial Security (HITS) Inc.
Fisher Scientific Company
Follett of Canada
Grenville Management and Printing Ltd.
Greystone Managed Investments Inc.
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Budget gives you one free day on the rental of any vehicle up to a fullsize. With
more locations than any car rental company in Canada, there's a Budget location
close to you. Plus, we have the largest fleet in the industry, which means you'll
find a vehicle suited to your lifestyle.
So, go ahead, eat, shop, explore. But above all, relax. Budget will be there to take
you everywhere in Canada, in comfort and convenience... and a FREE day on us!

For reservations, book on-line or call 1800 268-8900. En frangais, 1800 268-8970.
Quote BCD# A428200 on rentals from 9/2 to 12/15/03.
Includes unlimited kilometres.

Budaet
www.budget.com
with any other oiler, discount coupon or promotion. Please visit mrnbudgeuom

lor complete oiler details.

SHARE THE VISION
THE CAUBO STRATEGIC

PLAN

2003-2006

By Jacques Samson, CAUBO Executive Director
If you attended the CAUBO conference in Halifax, you received a
copy of the new Strategic Plan. If you did not get your own copy,
you can access the plan on our website. Many of you have had
a chance to contribute to this plan. But most importantly, all of
you now have an opportunity to contribute to the realization of
our plan.
In the ever-changing environment in which
higher education institutions operate, the Strategic Plan sets our association on a course that will
allow CAUBO to:
1. Serve all administrators who are interested in sharing their
experiences, good or
bad, and who are looking for efficient networking opportunities.
As CAUBO becomes
more of an 'umbrella'
organization, the biggest challenge will be
to continue to serve well
our different constituents. Developing strategic alliances with other
groups/organizations
will be one of the ways of
meeting this challenge.
2. Remain a volunteerdriven organization. Our
efforts over the next few
years will be concentrated
on recruiting volunteers,
offering new and satisfying
opportunities to contribute,
and, most importantly, recognizing and celebrating
their contribution to higher
education in general and to
the association in particular.
3. Become a clearinghouse
of relevant information
making it a source of choice
on administrative issues for
members, partners and <Wision-makers in general.
4. Meet the need for more professional development programs
and opportunities for university administrators.
We have purposely made the plan concise to stress the idea
that a good strategic plan does not need to address all issues and
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does not need to find all the answers. On the contrary, a good
strategic plan is a dynamic process and those projects that are
now part of the plan can, in fact, be completed within a reasonable
timeline. Consultation of the strategic goal section of the plan,
and particularly the sub-sections 'Moving to action' will give the
reader a good view of the initiatives to be undertaken or completed
over the next few years. This
is where your contribution
will be needed. As we
complete some of these
projects, we will need to
continuously revisit our
list of projects to move
toward our vision.
Many of the projects
listed are already in
progress. In the next
few weeks, CAUBO will
aunch its new website as
its # 1 communications
tool. The new website
design will not only be
visually more attractive
and dynamic, it will
also offer the possibility of completing some
surveys online while
^"hancing the capacity
to serve as a repository
of relevant information. As I write this
message, the launch
date is scheduled to
be the end of October.
Watch for it and, in the
meantime, read the
new Strategic Plan.
One of my greatest surprises since
becoming executive
director has been
the number of times
I have been asked
"What is CAUBO?"
This made me realize that CAUBO
needed a concise
document
that
described the purpose, the vision and
the activities of the association. We are very proud to say that
we now have this document. If you need copies to distribute to
your colleagues, do not hesitate to contact us. You can also print
it directly from the website, ytt

PARTAGEZ LA VISION
LE PLAN STRATEGIQUE 2003-2006 DE L'ACPAU
Par lacques Samson, directeur general de VACPAU

Si vous avez assists au congres de l'ACPAU a Halifax, vous avez
recu un exemplaire de notre nouveau Plan strategique. Sinon,
vous pouvez le consulter sur notre site Web. I'lusieurs d'entre
vous ont eu l'occasion de participer a la preparation de ce plan.
Mais, plus important encore, vous pouvez tous et toutes participer
a sa realisation.
Le Plan strategique etablit un
cap bien adapte aux conditions
changeantes de l'environnement
de I'enseignement superieur au
Canada qui devrait permettre a
l'ACPAU d e :
1. Servir tous les administrateurs interesses a partager
leurs experiences, bonnes
ou mauvaises, et qui cherchent de bonnes occasions
de reseautage. A mesure
que l'ACPAU devient un
organisme d'encadrement,
notre plus grand defi sera
de maintenir la qualite de
nos services a un nombre
croissant de groupes
d'affinite.
Developper
des alliances strategiques
avec d'autres groupes/
associations devrait nous
permettre d'atteindre ce
but.
2. Demeurer une organisation essentiellement
de benevoles. Nos
efforts au cours des
prochaines
annees
viseront a recruter des
benevoles, a leur offrir
des defis valorisants,
et a mieux les valoriser tout en reconnaissant leur contribution au milieu
de I'enseignement
superieur en general
et a l'ACPAU en particulier.
3. Devenir
une
source essentielle
d'inf orma tion
strategique sur les
questions administratives
pour ses membres, ses partenaires et les divers decideurs
en enseignement superieur.
4. Repondre aux attentes en matiere de formation et perfectionnement professionnel pour les administrateurs universitaires.

Conscients qu'un bon plan n'a pas a couvrir tous les problemes
et identifier toutes les solutions, nous avons limite la portee de ce
plan. Nous pouvons ainsi renforcer l'idee qu'un bon plan repose
sur un processus dynamique qui appelle a une revision constante
de objectifs et projets au fur et a mesure qu'ils sont realises. En consultant la section " Passer a Taction" dans les objectifs strategiques,
vous aurez un apercu de nos projets. C'est la que votre
contribution est particulierement
sollicitee. Realiser
la vision enoncee dans ce plan
implique que nous
devons identifier
constamment de
nouveaux projets.
Plusieurs de ces
projets sont deja en
phase de realisation,
Au cours des prochaines semaines,
''ACPAU
compte
lancer un nouveau
site Web qui deviendra ainsi son instrument # 1 de communication. La facture
du nouveau site sera
visuellement plus interessante, et le site offrira
la possibility de realiser
des enquetes en ligne
tout en ameliorant notre
capacite a agir comme
source de donnees. Nous
esperons lancer le site
dans la derniere semaine
d'octobre. Surveillez le
lancement et en attendant,
prenez connaissance de
notre plan strategique.
L'une de mes plus
grandes surprises depuis le
debut de mon mandat a titre
de directeur general vient
du nombre de fois qu'on
me demande •< Qu'est-ce
que l'ACPAU? » Je realisais
chaque fois que notre association avail besoin d'un document concis pour decrire ses
objectifs, sa vision et ses activites. Je suis maintenant fier de
dire que nous avons enfin ce
document. Si vous avez besoin d'exemplaires suppl6mentaires,
n'hesitez pas a communiquer avec nous. Et vous pouvez toujours
imprimer le document directement de notre site Web. ytt
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Smart Campus™
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With Smart Campus™, you no longer need to issue
multiple cards. Smart Campus™ is a "platform"
technology that allows you to integrate multiple
applications on one secure student/employee card.
The unique capabilities of the Smart Campus"' card
enable you to integrate your existing magstripe
applications to avoid replacing current systems.
Backed by Coinamatic's On Time Every Time' service
from coast-to-coast.

Contact Mike McDonald

1-800-361-2646
www.coinamatic.com
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When it comes
to G E T T I N G

RESULTS

Invested Minds
make a difference.
With its broad scope of services, depth of
resources and assets under management, TAL
ranks among Canada's leading asset managers.
While we've grown and evolved much since
our founding in 1972, the essentials behind our
success remain unchanged.
We value disciplined thinking and innovative,
results-oriented solutions. We believe that
integrity and accountability mean as much to
clients as they mean to us. We offer the passion
and commitment of TAL people — a distinct
advantage in helping you reach your goals.
And this, ultimately, is what we mean
by Invested Minds.
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Another difficult year
for university endowment and pension funds
oran ll l h consecutive year, the 2002 edition of the annual Treasury Committee
survey of the Canadian Association
of University Business Officers (CAUBO)
has gathered information on 60 Canadian
university endowment funds and 49 pension funds. The complete publication of the
su rvey, from which the following Canadian
data have been culled, is available to members at the CAUBO office.

F

For the first time since the survey has
been done, endowment and pension funds
have shown negative median returns in
2002. Total endowment fund assets, which
stood at S2.3 billion at the time of the first
survey in 1992, reached their highest level at
$6.7 billion in 2001 and now total $6,4 billion
in 2002. The median return in 2002 was -4%.
Pension funds, on the other hand, reported
a -5.1% median return in 2002, with assets
of $20.8 billion in 2002 compared to $10.5
billion in 1992.
The survey also collects data on asset
allocation. The performance of financial
markets in 2002 has definitely had an
impact on endowment fund asset allocation. As shown in Appendix 1, the median

proportion of equity held by endowment
funds compared to fixed income assets fell
from 58% in 2001 to 53% in 2002, while the
weighted average proportion in dollars has
gone from 65% to 63%.
Pension fund asset allocation, as shown
in Appendix II, has remained relatively
stable. The median asset allocation to equity

went from 60% in 2001 to 59% in 2002,
whereas the weighted average proportion
in dollars decreased 2 percentage points to
reach 56% in 2002.
Charts 1.1 and 1.2 show the range of
returns reported by Canadian university
endowment and pension funds as at December 31, 2002. The number in parentheses cor-

Chart 1.1
Returns of Canadian university endowment funds
December 31, 2002
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AMI Partners' Investment Process
AMI PARTNERS INC.
Investment Counsel

I

Extraordinary
analytical modeling

combining

with

Exceptional
deductive skills

Check us out at www.amipartners.com or contact Craig Labbett at (416) H65-2996
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Appendix 1

Canadian univer sity endowments Tunas
University
Toronto ("UT")
McGill
UBC
Alberta
Queen's
Dalhousie
Calgary
McMaster
Manitoba
Western Ont.
York
Guelph
Laval
Carleton
Saskatchewan
Simon Fraser
N e w Brunswick
Victoria (BC)
Victoria (UT Fed)
Mount Allison
Montreal
Waterloo
Ottawa
Unity (UT Fed)
Saint-Paul
St. Francis Xavier
Concordia
Acadia
Memorial
St. Thomas
Northern BC
Moncton
King's (NS)
Windsor
Brandon
Regina
Ryerson
Trent
Wilfrid Laurier
Sherbrooke
Winnipeg
Mt. St. Vincent
HEC Montreal
Bishop's
Lauren tian
PE1
Lethbridge
Brock
Saint Mary's
Sudbury
Nipissing
U C C a p e Breton
H u r o n College
Trinity Western
UQAM
UQAT
Athabasca
ETS
Sainte-Anne
King's (UWO)
Conrad Grebel
Fraser Valley
UQO
Huntington
N S Agric. Coll.
Redeemer
King's (AB)
NS Art & Design
Hearst
Redeemer
Brescia
UQTR
AST
Luther College
Total Assets:
Equity W e i g h t i n g s
Mean
Median
Dollar-weighted Mean
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AS AT DECEMBER 31, 2002
2002
\ssets
Ranking
S Millions
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
30
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
44
•is
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
56
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
61
66
62
63
67
68
69

1,210.0
726.7
624.5
501.6
413.4
250.2
235.5
228.9
177.0
152.1
148.5
122.0
112.5
111.6
110.8
104.3
92.8
83.0
82.6
75.6
75.6
68.8
59.8
48.4
45.9
39.7
37.5
35.7
34.2
28.4
28.2
26.3
26.0
25.2
23.8
20.4
19.9
18.6
18.1
17.3
16.9
16.4
15.8
15.1
13.8
12.1
10.6
14.7
9.4
7.7
7.5
6.3
5.0
4.1
3.6
3.6
2.5
2.5
1.9
2.1
1.9
1.8
1.8
1.5
1.4
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

AS AT DECI Mill KM, 2001
2001
Assets
Ranking
S Millions

AS AT DECEMBER 31, 2000
2000
Assets
Ranking
S Millions

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
23
24
25
27
29
28
26
30
34
31

1,295.5
780.1
654.1
540.6
431.5
278.5
254.1
239.8
187.6
159.3
148.3
127.0
120.8
72.4
115.4
108.1
98.0
91.2
90.9
82.7
80.1
71.9
59.5
51.4
48.7
40.4
35.5
40.3
47.7
29.7
23.0
28.9

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
22
14
15
16
18
17
19
20
21
23
24
25
27
32
28
26
30
33
29

1,333.9
778.4
679.0
548.3
397.6
282.4
267.3
241.0
187.4
155.5
142.1
127.4
115.2
53.4
110.1
108.6
97.3
93.7
94.2
80.3
73.3
66.2
53.3
52.8
52.3
40.7
24.4
35.5
42.4
29.5
23.3
30.6

32
33
35
38
36
39
40
37
41

25.6
23.9
22.9
I'M
19.9
18.6
17.8
19.3
16.6

35
34
31
44
36
38
42
39
40

22.8
23.1
24.9
13.1
20.6
17.5
15.1
17.2
16.0

42
43
46
45
41
47

15.9
15.1
10.7
11.1
15.5
10.0

37
43
46
45

18.1
15.1
9.8
10.7

47
48
49

9.0
8.7
8.0

-

48
49
50
51
52
53
55
54
56
57

7.9
6.9
5.1
3.5
3.5
3.5
2.5
2.7
2.0
1.9

50
51
53
52
54
55

6.5
3.9
3.1
3.5
2.5
2.5

57

1.9

58

1.3

58

1.3

59

1.3

-

60
60

1.3
1.1

59

1.3

61

1.0

-

62

-

64

65

-

0.7
0.4

-

0.2

63

0.2

$6,429

$6,741

$6,714

Total Equities
53%
53%
63%

Total Equities

Total Equities
5211
55%
63%

53%

S8)

Canadian University pensions funds
AS AT DECEMBER 31, 2002
2002 Assets
Ranking
$ Millions

l nhrenit)
Toronto ("UT")
Montreal
Laval
Quebec
Queen's
UBC - Faculty
Ottawa
McMaster
York
Western Ontario
Manitoba
McGill - Ace.
Saskatchewan
Guelph
Carleton
UBC-Stall
Dalhousie
Memorial
Kverson
Concordia
Victoria (BC) - Money
Sherbrooke
Windsor
Regina
McGill - Pen.
6c. Polytechnique
SFU - Academic
Wilfrid Laurier
Moncton
Laurentian
Lakehead
Brock
Trent
HEC Montreal
SFU - Admin.
Victoria (BC)-Stall
PEI
Winnipeg
N e w Brunswick
Acadia
Brandon
Bishop's
Saint Mai) 'a
Mount St. Vincent
St. Francis Xavier
Cape Breton
King's (UWO)
Victoria (UT Fed))
Saint-Paul
Northern B.C.
Nipissing
St. T h o m a s
Trinity (UT Fed)
Mount Allison
King's (NS)
Algoma
Sainte-Anne
Trinity Western
Brescia
Huron College
AST
Total Assets:
Equity W e i g h t i n g s
Mean
Median
Dollar-weighted Mean

.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
54
55
52
57

-

53

1908.1
1736.6
1591.9
1252.4
943.7
198 9
B73.9
B66.6
86 L8
751.3
684.7
624.0
586.0
557.2
478.5
478 )
475.9
447.3
432.3
400.0
346.5
322.8
256.4
253.7
218.3
179.0
166.1
153.3
IN/
176.8
165.5
l 0.2
124.4
116.0
91.6
90.4
90.3
73.0
72.4
69.5
63.9
62.3
26.1
47.9
34.3
20.8
18.0
17.7
16.5
16.4
13.8
12.9
10.5
8.3
11.0
9.4
8.3
3.0
1.4

Appendix
AS AT DECEMBER 31, 2001
2001 Assets
s
Ranking
Millions
1
2
3
4
5
7
8
6
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
18
16
17
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
31
32

2146.2
1766.0
1650.7
1351.0
1011.4
955.4
950.5
955.8
919.6
sis i
800.5
717.7
(.SI.4
655.6
620.6
511.3
528.8
513.3
W5.6
473.2
423.2
401.2
353.9
289.0
272.3
224.6
192.6
183.8
160.3
155.2

_

1
3
2
4
5
8
6
7
9
10
12
13

2265.6
1698.9
1720.9
1451.0
1035.8
979.9
1006.4
980.8
920.7
B45J
814.5
7563

JJ

:;:•

15
18
16
19
17
20
21

631.4
527.9
546.0
524.5
536.1
497.7
419.2
0.0
363.2
298.9
267.4

22
23
24

.

26
25
28
30

192.4
196.4
167.9
155.3

29

158.0

27
33

188.0
152.2

34
37
36
35
40
38
39
41
42
45
40

123.1
97.1
100.2
100.3
72.0
83.0
76.0
69.6
62.6
26.1
57.3

31
34
33
32
38
35
36
37
39
41

124.0
96.8
109.2
116.4
67.6
90.8
78.9
69.2
5S.4
28.3

46
48
47
50
49
51
52
53

21.2
18.2
19.4
16.2
17.7
13.9
13.4
11.3

43
44
42
46
45
47
48
49

21.4
18.0
21.4
14.8
17.9
14.1
14.0
12.0

50
51
56

11.4
9.7
8.0

52

8.0

53

6.4

-

_
.

S 20,817

S 22,728

$ 22,745

Total Equities
57%
59%
56%

Total Equities
59%
60%
58%

Total Equities
57%
58%
57%

•
.*,-

AS AT DECEMBER 31. 2000
2000 Assets
Ranking
S Millions

'
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STATE STREET.
for tverythlng You Invest In-

The world is turning to our active,
passive and enhanced strategies.

If you want to be all over the globe, you should begin with State Street
Global Advisors. With offices in 33 countries, including 9 investment centers, and
over 200 years'experience, we know where the foreign investment opportunities are.
And how to best help you to take advantage of them. We offer strategies for every
investment style. From active, passive and enhanced, to private equity and absolute
return, we have a long history of success in Canada and around the globe. In addition,
we're part of State Street Corporation, so we have global resources, technology and
relationships that are hard to find anyplace else. Which means that no matter
how or where you want to invest, we're there for you. > > > ssga.ca

STATE STREET GLOBAL ADVISORS

BIG I
ADVAMTA

(after another)

EMPLOYEE SELF SERVICE
technology at your fingertips
One of the many advantages of partnering with Sun Life Financial is a fully
integrated pension and group benefits portal. Two services. One site.
Branded your way.
A single sign-on gives your employees
convenient, self-serve access
to both their health and
retirement plans. A single
customer database drives
a seamless experience. And
our one-of-a-kind technology
//'/

' / / / f

' / / / / /
,/ / /
V

/

'

delivers unparalleled information
an

d transaction capabilities.

Your

employees can have the self-service option
they want — right now. And your HR managers can have

more time to do the things that only they can do.
One system. One supplier. One big advantage.

416-408-7681
www.sunlife.ca

Pension products and services and group benefits are provided by
Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada, a member of the Sun Life Financial group of companies.

Life Financial

TAND THE COMPLEX
OF I N C O M E

EH MFC Global
Investment Management
Toronto

NATUR
TRUSTS

A Manulife Company
Hong Kong

A new class of equity has taken root. In less than five years, income
trusts have gone from obscurity to the mainstream. Making up over 90%
of initial public offerings last year, income trusts now comprise 10% of
the Toronto Stock Exchange.
The key to their popularity is threefold:
• large, stable cash distributions
• tax-preferred income, and
• excellent diversification, given low correlation to bonds and equities.

MFC Global Investment
Management:
proven expertise
At MFC Global, we have the
specialized expertise to manage
income trusts, and our record

This is why more and more institutional investors, including pension
funds, are showing interest in income trusts.

proves it, with exceptional
performance over all standard

A unique mandate

performance periods.

At MFC Global, we believe that investing in income trusts requires
specialized knowledge and experience.
Income trusts come in many forms - real estate investment trusts, oil
and gas royalty trusts, power-generation trusts and business trusts. Each
is impacted by different market forces, reacts differently to economic
variables, and has unique factors that affect its ability to pay distributions.
Like small caps and corporate bonds, income trusts require a manager
with experience in the mandate - someone who knows what to look for
and who can apply their knowledge and insights to the findings.

As one of the largest asset
managers in Canada,
MFC Global has the resources
and research depth required
to do the extra homework
that comes with investing in
income trusts.

MFC Global Investment Management
- Performance vs Canadian Income Trust Universe as at June 30, 2003

We have been managing income
trust mandates for five years
and now manage more than S1

20

billion in this category on behalf

A
™
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of both retail and institutional
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investors.
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Call us at 416-852-7758

0

and we'll show you why
MFC Global Investment

MFC Global

1 Year

2 Years

3 Years

5 Years

10.9

14.7

18.3

12.4

Compared against Bellcharts Canadian Income Trust Universe consisting of 164 funds.
Performance provided is that of a representative account incepted Sep/97.

Management is the natural
choice for income trust
mandates.

A

LEITH WHEELER
INVESTMENT COUNSEL LTD.

Pension Fund Management
Endowment Funds
Private Client Management
David Ayriss, Vice President
e-mail: davidafo leithwheeler.com

Toll Free: 888-292-1122

X

ADDENDA

CAPITAL INC.

Fixed Income Management

$25 million or less had returns of -6.6%
and + 8.1% over the same periods, which
enables us to better compare Canadian
university results to those of institutions
with similar size funds. Comparative figures for American universities are reported
in US dollars.

The impact
During prosperous times, endowment
fund managers would use bad future
returns as an excuse not to increase
endowment spending policies. Now that
these predictions have come true, with
the disastrous returns of financial markets over the last two years, some fund
managers are now pushing for a decrease
in endowment spending.
It is obvious that the significant
decrease in the market value of assets will
seriously impact the activities financed by
endowment funds. Endowment investment committees must therefore take
this new reality into consideration when
reviewing endowment spending. At the
present time, few funds have decreased
endowment spending since most universities are using the savings accumulated
during the last few years to respond to
donor requests and spend around 5% of
market value capital.
In order to be logical and credible, such

Our mission and our name translate to added value.
Renowned for its ACTIVE BOND MANAGEMENT style,
Addenda also offers:
•
•
•
•

Enhanced bond management,
International bond management,
Multi-Strategy bond management,
High yield bond management.

For more information on our fixed income products, please contact our team members:
Toronto
Joe DiMassimo
Senior Vice-President, Sales & Service
tel, (416) 943-1010
j.dimassimo@addenda-capital.com

Montreal
Nathalie Simard
Vice-President, Marketing & Communications
tel. (S14) 287-7373
n.simard@addenda-capital.com

addenda-capital.com
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Expertise
BISSETT

FIDUCIARY

FRANKLIN

MUTUAL SERIES

5

TEMPLETON

Gain from the power of five investment management groups.
With more than 250 years of collective experience, Franklin Templeton Institutional
offers investors unparalleled access to five world class, proprietary management
groups. Bissett, Fiduciary, Franklin, Mutual Scries, and Templeton. For more
information, please contact Harry Maimer, Senior Vice President, Institutional
Services at (416) 957-6115, or email hmarmer@franklintempleton.ca

FRANKLIN.TEMPLETON.
INSTITUTIONAL
8ISSFTT

< THE EXPERTISE OF MANY. THE STRENGTH OF ONE. >

FIDUCIARY

FRANKLIN

MUTUAL SERIES

TIMPLETON

WE

Active

ARE

IN P A S S I V E

TD Quantitative Capital
ENHANCED AND INDEXED
MANAGEMENT

is a proven innovator in
quantitative investment

DEFINED CONTRIBUTION PLAN
INVESTMENT SOLUTIONS

solutions, including
passive management.

TRANSITION MANAGEMENT
SERVICES

We partner with our
clients to meet their

HEDGE FUNDS

evolving needs.

Providing Strategic
Quantitative Solutions

For more information, please contact

Marcia Lewis Brown, CFA

| I ] Asset Management

at (416) 982-5641
or Timothy Thompson, CFA

Quantitative Capital

at (416) 982-6346

www.tdassetmanagement.com

TD Quantitative Capital is a division of TD Asset Management inc.
*

Trade-mark of The Toronto-Dominion Bank TD Asset Management mc. is a licensed user

of a review must take into consideration
long-term needs and strategies investment
committees have put in place to ensure the
protection of endowment funds over the
very long term.
The impact on pension funds is not as
worrisome, since their obligations are in the
long term and actuarial hypotheses work
on the basis of 7% mid- and long-term
returns. However, a problem does remain
in the long term: pension fund managers
will have to get used to lower returns since
the reasons for the market decline may well
continue to affect the global economy for
many years to come, yn

Find therightstudents
for your faculties...
and keep them too.

This article was written by Andre Racetle,
Chief Financial Officer at the Universite de
Montreal, et member of 'UK Treasury Committee
ofCA UBO. Tlie otlier members oftlie committee
are Stu Finlayson, Western Ontario Unhvrsity;
John Limeburner, McGill University; Lucie
Mercier Cauthier, Ottawa University; Michael
Trattner, University of Calgary; and Marion
Van Impe, University of'Saskatchewan.
The CAUBO Treasury Committee gratefully
acknowledges the contribution ofLynne Seguin,
Office Manager at CAUBO, for coordinating
the preparation of the University Investment
Survey for 2002 andfor preparing the summary
charts that are included in this article.

Engineering...Arts and Science...Education...
every faculty on campus has different needs
for student recruitment and retention.
Noel-Levitz Canada can help you enroll the
students you want—by major, academic
profile, location, and more—and retain
them through graduation.
Get all the details—ask for a free Web
conference on faculty-specific enrolment.

Noel-Levitz

C A N A D A .

Contact Noel-Levitz
at 1-877-828-6236 or e-mail
drew-ness@noellevitz.com
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line autre annee difficile
Pour les fonds de dotation et de pension des universites
our une 11'' annee consecutive, I'edition
2002 du sondage annuel du Comite de
la tresorerie de 1'Association canadienne
du personnel administratif universitaire
(ACPAU/CAUBO) recense l'information sur
60 fonds de dotation et 49 caisses de retraite
d'universites canadiennes. La publication
annuelle qui en est tiree, dont les donnees
canadiennes de ce texte sont extraites, est
disponible au bureau de 1'Association pour
les membres.

medians negatifs. L'actif total declare des
fonds de dotation qui s'elevait a 2,3 milliards
Slorsdu premier sondage en 1992 a atteint
son plus haut niveau, soit 6,7 milliards $,
en 2001 et se situe a 6,4 milliards $ en 2002.
Le rendement median en 2002 a ete de -4%.
Quant aux fonds de pension, ces derniers
ont enregistre un rendement median de
-5,1% en 2002 portant ainsi l'actif declare
a 20,8 milliards S comparativement a 10,5
milliards S en 1992.

Pour la premiere fois depuis que ce
sondage existe, les fonds de dotation et de
pension ont affiche en 2002 des rendements

Lesondagecolligeaussidesinformations
sur la repartition des actifs. Les mauvais
rendements des marches financiers en

P

1

Graphique 1.1
Rendements des fonds de dotation des universites canadiennes
au 31 decembre 2002
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Graphique 1.2
Rendements des fonds de pension des universites canadiennes
au 31 decembre 2002
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8.7%

2002 ont egalement eu un impact sur la
repartition des actifs detenus par les fonds
de dotation. En effet, pour l'ensemble des
fonds de dotation (Annexe 1), la proportion
mediane des actions detenues dans ces
fonds par rapport aux titres de revenus
fixes est passee de 58% en 2001 a 53% en
2002, alors que la proportion moyenne
ponderee en $ est passee de 65% a 63%.
Par ailleurs, la repartition des actifs des
fonds de pension a l'annexe II est demeuree
relativement stable. La repartition mediane
des actifs detenus sous forme d'action
passant de 60% en 2001 a 59% en 2002, alors
que la proportion moyenne ponderee en $
a diminuc- de 2 points de pourcentage pour
s'etablir a 56% en 2002.
Les graphiques 1.1 et 1.2 pr£sentent
l'etendue des rendements realises par
les differents fonds de dotation et de
pension des universites canadiennes
au 31 decembre 2002. Les chiffres
entre parentheses indiquent le nombre
d'universites participantes.
En 2002, cinquante institutions
canadiennes sur soixante (83%) annoncent
des rendements negatifs dans leurs fonds
de dotation. Les ecarts de rendement
sont significatifs, allant d'une perte de
-9,7 % a un gain de 8,1 % (exclusion faite
de l'Universite Carleton qui a realise un
rendement exceptionnel de 36,5 %).
Comparativement aux fonds de dotation, les fonds de pension ont connu une
annee encore plus difficile. Ainsi, 45
institutions sur 49 (92%) ont realise des
rendements negatifs. Le fonds qui a eu le
meilleur rendement a obtenu 4,3 % alors
que celui qui a le moins bien performe
affiche un rendement de -9,7 %. Comme
les fonds de pension ont en general des
strategies de placement plus agressives
que les fonds de dotation, ils sont plus
exposes aux variations conjoncturelles.
Selon la distribution mediane observee en
2002 entre les actions et les revenus fixes
des fonds ger6s par les universites, 59% de
l'actif des fonds de pension est constitue
d'actions alors que les fonds de dotation en
detiennent 53%. Sur dix ans, les fonds de
pension produisent des rendements legerement plus eieves, soit 8,9% en comparaison
de 8,7% pour les fonds de dotation.
L'annee 2002 est la deuxieme annee
consecutive oil les rendements realises
par les fonds de dotation et de pension
des universites canadiennes sont particu-

ft

lierement mauvais. En effet, en 2001, Ies
fonds de dotation et de pension ont realise
un rendement median de 1% etde -0,2%
respectivement.
Les tableaux 1.3 et 1.4 illustrent bien
que les rendements des fonds de dotation
et de pension sont en constante diminution
depuis 1'annee 1999.
Le tableau 1.3 illustre 1'eVolution des
rendements sur differentes p£riodes
au cours des 5 dernieres annees. Ces
rendements sont passes de 8,6% a -4%
pour un an, de 11,1% a -2,1% pour deux
ans, de 13,9% a 3,1% pour quatre ans et,
finalement, les rendements sur dix ans sont
passes de 12,4% a 8,7 %. Nous observons
la meme tendance au tableau 1.4 pour les
fonds de pension. Le revirement est majeur
et s'avere inquietant.

•
Tableau 1.3
Rendements medians des
fonds de dotation des
universites canadiennes
Nombiv de repondants en 2002:
60
56

2002
2001
2000
1999
1998

1 an
(4.0)%
1.0%
7.9%
9.6%
8.6%

2ans
(11)%
5.1%
9.0%
9.4%
11.1%

45

21

4ans
3.1%
7.4%
11.0%
12.5%
13.9%

10 ans
8.7%
10.2%
12.4%
11.9%
12.4%

Tableau 1.4
Rendements medians
des fonds de pension des
universites canadiennes
Nombrv dv rY'potul.tnts en 2(X)2:
49
549

2002
2001
2000
1999
1998

1 an
(5.1)%
(0.2)%
8.9%
10.7%
8.1%

2 ans
(2.2)%
5.1%
9.6%
9.59
11.0%

45

27

4 ans
3.4%
7.0%
10.3%
12.9%
14.4%

10 ans
8.9%
10.3%
12.0%
11.1%
115%

Pour mieux situer ces rendements medians, il est important de les comparer aux
principaux indices boursiers en 2002:
(En dollars canadiens)
2 ans
4 ans
(15.0)%
(6.1)%
(16.4)%
(7.0)%
(12.5)%
2.0%
8.4%
6.4%

Ian
(22.9)%
(16.5)%
(12.4)%
8.7%

Actions americaines (S&P 500)
Actions intemationales (MSCI EAFE)
Actions canadiennes (S&P/TSX compose)
Obligations canadiennes (Scotia Capital)

10 ans
11.7%
6.6%
9.1%
8.9%

Les fonds de dotation au
Canada et aux Etats-unis
Malgre les pietres rendements des deux
dernieres annees et le respect de la politique de distribution des revenus qui, de
facon gen£rale, prevoit qu'en moyenne 5%
de la valeur du capital est distribue annuellement, le capital des fonds de dotation
(tableau 2) des universites canadiennes
a cru de 39 % en 5 ans. Ainsi, entre 1997
et 2002, le capital des fonds de dotation
a augments de 1,8 milliards $, passant
de 4,6 milliards $ a 6,4 milliards $. Cette
evolution est attribuable d'une part a la

plus-value des placements de 1,4 milliards $ et, d'autre part, aux dons de 1,9
milliards S recus durant cette p6riode. De
ce montant, une somme 1,5 milliards $ a
ete distribute pour financer, entre autres,
les activites de recherche et les bourses aux
etudiants Ainsi, la plus-value des activites
de placement a servi a financer la quasitotalite des sorties de fonds de sorte que
l'augmentation du capital des fonds de
dotation des universites est attribuable
uniquement aux nouveaux dons.

Tableau 2
Evolution des fonds de dotation des universites canadiennes
(en 000,000.000 S de dollars)

1

Institutions ayant
repondu au sondage*
Rendement moven
pondere S annuel
Capital au debut
de l'exercice
Plus-value
de l'exercice
Nouveaux dons
Distribution moyenne
de revenus 5%
Capital declare a
la fin de l'exercice
Variation/annee
precedente

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

58

59

63

65

69

12.0%

10.9%

8.7%

0.5%

(5.3)%

4.6$

5.3$

5.9$

6.7$

6.7$

0.6
0.3

0.6
0.3

0.5
0.6

0.3

(0.3)
0.4

1.4$
1.9$

(0.2)

(0.3)

(0.3)

(0.3)

(0.4)

(1.5)$

5.3$

5.9$

6.7$

6.7$

6.4$

39%

15.7%

10.5%

14.1%

0.2%

(0.5)%

• En regie generate, les nouvetin Institution* participant au tentkgi <"

variation
5 ans

I n'r JOtttkm rt'hitiirmi-nt pttih ce qui esl

peu significatif sur ['ensemble de> fhnlMt.
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Fonds de dotation des universite canadiennes
1 'l.il'lissrinrnl

Toronto ("UT")
McGill
UBC
Alberta
Queen's
Dalhousie
Calgary
McMaster
Manitoba
Western Ont.
York
Guelph
Laval
Carleton
Saskatchewan
Simon Fraser
New Brunswick
Victoria (BC)

Victoria (UT Fed)
Mount Allison
Montreal
Waterloo
Ottawa
Trinity (UT Fed)
Saint-Paul
St. Francis Xavier
Concordia
Acadia
Memorial

St. Thomas
Northern BC
Moncton
King's (NS)
Windsor
Brandon
Regina
Rverson
Trent
Wilfrid Laurier
Sherbrooke
Winnipeg
Mt. St. Vincent
HEC Montreal
Bishop's
Laurentian
PI 1
Lethbridge
Brock
Saint Mary's
Sudbury
Nipissing
UC Cape Breton
Huron College
Trinitv Western
UQAM
UQAT
Athabasca
ETS
Sainte-Anne
King's (UWO)
Conrad Grebel
Fraser Valley
UQO
Huntington
NSAgric. Coll.
Redeemer
King's (AB)
NS Art & Design
Hearst
Redeemer
Brescia
UQTK
AST
Luther College
Actif total

°/o d'actions
Movenne
Median,Moyenne en S ponderee
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Annexe 1

AU31 DECEMBRE2002
2002
Actif
Rang
millions d e $

AU 31 DtCEMBRE 2001
2001
Actif
Rang
millions de $

AU 31 DECEMBRE 2000
2000
Actif
Rang
millions de S

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
44
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
56
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
61
66
62
63
67
68
69

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
23
24
25
27
29
28
26
30
34
31

1,295.5
780.1
654.1
540.6
431.5
278.5
254.1
239.8
187.6
159.3
148.3
127.0
120.8
72.4
115.4
108.1
98.0
91.2
90.9
82.7
80.1
71.9
59.5
51.4
4S.7
40.4
35.5
40.3
47.7
29.7
23.0
28.9

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
22
14
15
16
18
17
19
20
21
23
24
25
27
32
28
26
30
33
29

1,333.9
778.4
679.0
548.3
397.6
282.4
267.3
241.0
187.4
155.5
142.1
127.4
115.2
53.4
110.1
108.6
97.3
93.7
94.2
80.3
73.3
66.2
53.3
52.8
52.3
40.7
24.4
35.5
42.4
29.5
23.3
30.6

32
33
35
38
36
39
40
37
41

25.6
23.9
22.9
19.1
19.9
18.6
17.8
19.3
16.6

35
34
31
44
36
38
42
39
40

22.8
23.1
24.9
13.1
20.6
17.5
15.1
17.2
16.0

42
43
46
45
41
47

15.9
15.1
10.7
11.1
15.5
10.0

37
43
46
45

18.1
15.1
9.8
10.7

47
48
49

9.0

1,210.0
726.7
624.5
501.6
413.4
2 .n 2
Z35.5
228.9
177.0
152.1
148.5
122.0
112.5
111.6
110.8
104.3
92.8
83.0
82.6
75.6
75.6
68.8
59.8
48.4
45 9
39.7
37.5
35.7
34.2
28.4
28.2
26.3
26.0
25.2
23.8
20.4
19.9
18.6
18.1
17.3
16.9
16.4
15.8
15.1
13.8
12.1
10.6
14.7
9.4
7.7
7.5
6.3
5.0
4.1
3.6
3.6
2.5
2.5
1.9
2.1
1.9
1.8
1.8
1.5
1.4
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

.

8.7
8.0

48
49
50
51
52
53
55
54
56
57

7.9
6.9
5.1
3.5
3.5
3.5
2.5
2.7
2.0
1.9

58

1.3

59

1.3

-

-

60
60

1.3
1.1

59

1.3

61

1.0

-

62

-

-

.

50
51
53
52
54
55

6.5
3.9
3.1
3.5
2.5
2.5

57

1.9

58

1.3

0.7

64

0.4

-

-

65

0.2

63

0.2

6,429 $

6,741 $

6,714$

Total actions
53%
53*
63%

Total actions
53X
58%
65%

Total actions
52%
55%
63%

Fonds de pension des unlversltes canadlennes
Etablissemeni
Toronto ("UT")
Montreal
Laval
Quebec
Queen's
UBC - Faculty
Ottawa
McMaster

York

Western Ontario
Manitoba
McGill - Ace.
Saskatchewan
Guelph
Carleton
UBC - Staff
Dalhousie
Memorial
Ryerson
Concordia
Victoria (BC) - Money
Sherbrooke
Windsor
Kegina
McGill - Pen.
Ec. Polytechnique
SFU - Academic
Wilfrid Laurier
Moncton
Laurentian
Lakehead
Brock
Trent
HEC Montreal
SFU - A d m i n .
Victoria (BC) - Staff
PEI
Winnipeg
N e w Brunswick
Acadia
Brandon
Bishop's
Saint Mary's
Mount St. Vincent
St. Francis Xavier
Cape Breton
King's (UWO)
Victoria (UT Fed))
Saint-Paul
Northern IS.C
Nipissing
St. Thomas
Trinity (UT Fed)
Mount Allison
King's (NS)
Algoma
Sainte-Anne
Trinity Western
Brescia
H u r o n College
AST
Actif total
% d'actions
Moyenne
Mediane
Moyenne en $ p o n d e r e e

All 31 DECEMBRE 2002
Actif 2002
Rang
millions d e $
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
54
55
52
57

-

53

1908.1
1736.6
1591.9
1252.4
943.7
898.9
873.9
866.6
863.8
755.7
751.3
684.7
624.0
586.0
557.2
478.5
478.3
475.9
447.3
432.3
400.0
346.5
322.8
256.4
253.7
218.3
179.0
166.1
153.3
149,7
176.8
165.5
139.2
124.4
116.0
91.6
90.4
90.3
73.0
72.4
69.5
63.9
62.3
26.1
47.9
34.3
20.8
18.0
17.7
16.5
16.4
13.8
129
10.5
8.3
11.0
9.4
8.3
3.0
1.4

AU31 DECEMBRE 2001
I 2001
Rang
millions d e $
1
2
3
4
5
7
8
6
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
18
16
17
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
31
32

Annexe II
AU 31 DtCEMBKE 2000
Actif 2000
Rang
millions de S

26
25
28
30

192.4
196.4
167.9
155.3

27
33

188.0
152.2

29

158.0

34
37
36
35
40
38
39
41
42
45
40

123.1
97.1
100.2
100.3
72.0
83.0
76.0
69.6
62.6
26.1
57.3

31
34
33
32
38
35
36
37
39
41

124.0
96.8
109.2
116.4
67.6
90.8
78.9
69.2
58.4
28.3

46
48
47
50
49
51
52
53

21.2
18.2
19.4
16.2
17.7
13.9
13.4
11.3

43
44
42
46
45
47
48
49

21.4
18.0
21.4
14.8
17.9
14.1
14.0
12.0

50
51
56

11.4
9.7
8.0

52

8.0

53

6.4

-

.

-

1
3
2
4
5
8
6
7
9
10
12
13
11
14
15
18
16
19
17
20
21

2265.6
1698.9
1720.9
1451.0
1035.8
979.9
1006.4
980.8
920.7
845.0
814.5
756.5
834.0
699.3
631.4
527.9
546.0
524.5
536.1
497.7
419.2
0.0
363.2
298.9
267.4

2146.2
1766.0
1650.7
1351.0
1011.4
955.4
950.5
955.8
919.6
818.3
800.5
717.7
681.4
655.6
620.6
511.3
528.8
513.3
495.6
473.2
423.2
401.2
353.9
289.0
272.3
224.6
192.6
183.8
160.3
155.2

-

22
23
24

.

•

20,817 $

22,728 S

22,745 $

Total actions
57%
59%
56%

Total actions
59X
60
58%

Total actions
57%
58' .
57%

Pour la premiere fois, depuis que le
sondage du Comite de tresorerie sur les
fonds de dotation existe, le capital a la fin
de l'exercice 2002 est moindre que celui
de I'annee pr6cedente. Heureusement,
les resultats anticipes pour 2003 laissent
entrevoir un leger redressement.
Comparons les rendements des
universites canadiennes a ceux compiles
par la National Association of College and
University Business Officer (NACUBO)
pour les universites americaines. Au 30 juin
2002, les rendements medians des fonds de
dotation de 556 universites americaines
s'etablissaient respectivement a -6,4%,
0,2%, 5,7%, 9,6% pour des periodes de 1
an, 3ans, 5 ans et 10 ans. Sur une periode
de dix ans, les institutions americaines
ont realise des gains importants, soit 10 %
pour les universites privees et 9,3 % pour
les universites publiques. La mediane de
l'ensemble des institutions americaines est
de 9,6% au 30 juin 2002 alors que pour les
universites canadiennes elle est de 8,7% au
31 decembre 2002.
Dans son sondage annuel, NACUBO
ventile aussi l'information selon la taille des
fonds de dotation (en $ US). Les fonds de
plus de 500 millions $ ont realise des pertes
de -5,3% sur une periode d'un an alors que
sur une periode de 10 ans les gains s'elevent
a 10,4%. Les plus petits fonds de 25 millions
$ et moins ont realist un rendement de 6,6% et de + 8,1 % pour les memes periodes,

ce qui permet de mieux situer les resultats
des universites canadiennes dont la taille
des fonds se compare plus a ce groupe. Les
donnees comparatives pour les universites
americaines sont en dollars US.

Les repercussions
Durant les annees de vaches grasses, les
administrateurs des fonds de dotation
agitaient regulierement le spectre des
mauvais rendements futurs pour refuser de
revoira la hausse les poliliquesdedistribution
des revenus. Maintenant que ces sombres
previsions se sont realisees, les marches
financiers ayant realist des rendements
desastreux depuis deux ans, certains
gestionnaires souhaiteraient maintenant
reduire la distribution des revenus.
A I'evidence, la diminution importante
de la valeur marchande des actifs devrait
avoir de serieuses repercussions sur les
activites financees par les fonds de dotation.
Les comites de gestion des fonds de dotation
devront revoir les niveaux de distribution
a la lumiere de la nouvelle realite. Pour le
moment, peu de fonds ont modifie a la baisse
leur politique de distribution de revenus
car la plupart des universites utilisent les
economies realisees au cours des dernieres
annees pour repondre aux affectations des
donateurs et distribuent environ 5 % du
capital a la valeur du marche.
Afin d'etre consequente et credible, cette
revision doit etre discutee en tenant compte

des besoins a long terme des universites
et des orientations que les comites de
placement veulent revoir afin d'assurer
la protection des fonds de dotation a
perpetuite.
Les caisses de retraite n'ont pas a
s'inquieter pour le moment, car leurs obligations sont a long terme et les hypotheses
actuarielles prevoient en general des rendements moyens a long terme avoisinant les
7 %. Pourtant, a long terme, un probleme
eventuellement plus grave subsiste. Les
administrateurs des fonds de pension
devront peut-etre s'habituer a I'avenir
a des rendements moins Aleves. Les Elements responsables du recul des marches
financiers pourraient bien continuer a
eprouver l'economie mondiale pendant de
nombreuses annees encore, jtt
Cet article a ete ecrit par Andre Racelle,
Directeur desfinancesa I'Universite de Montreal, et qui siege au Comite de tresorerie de
I'ACPAU. Les autres membres du comite sont
Stuart Finlayson, Universite Western Ontario,
John Limebumer, Universite McGill, Lucie
MercierGauthier, Universited'Ottawa, Michael
Trattner, Universite de Calgary, et Marion Van
lmpe, Universite de Saskatclmvan.
Le comite de tresorerie de I'ACPAU tient a remercier Lynne Seguin, chef du bureau, pour la coordination du sondage en 2002 et la preparation des
graphiques qui apparaissent dans cet article.
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Leadership

No- and low-cost strategies
for building the
leadership capacity you need
By Judith Gibson, Managing Partner of Gibson, Sage and Associate*

F

or university administrators faced
with tight budgets and heavy workloads, leadership development can
seem more an indulgence than a necessity.
However, it is part of the job: building leadership capacity is one of the most important, and most neglected, responsibilities of
people in leadership roles. Unfortunately,
the reality is that formal programs are not
always an option. In such cases, it is worth
exploring other alternate es.

Providing on-the-job
opportunities to lead
Leadership skills come with the experience
of leading. Firms know this, and many rank
strategic work assignments, not development programs, as the most effective way
to develop strong leaders. Fortunately, it
is a strategy that can be adapted to any
organization.
To advance its strategic goals, the University of Wisconsin-Madison established
new Assistant Vice-Chancellor positions
(Assistant Vice-President equivalent)
and assigned faculty members to act as
leads or 'point people.' The Assistant
Vice-Chancellor for Climate, for instance,
a physicist, has a half-time appointment
for three years to lead improvement to
the campus climate. Her job is to facilitate
and coordinate activity, engaging support
from across the community. What is the
outcome? On the one hand, it is momentum on an important goal. On the other, it
is a faculty member with broader experience in leadership and management, new
competencies and skills and, hopefully, an
appetite for more.

The most effective developmental
assignments share certain characteristics:
• Clear, mutually agreed-upon objectives
including learning objectives.
• Challenge, but not so much that the individual
or the organization is put at risk.

• Sufficient duration that the individual experiences the results of his or her efforts.
• Management attention and support as needed,
in the context of clear accountabilities.
What are some of the key ingredients
of the University of Wisconsin approach?
Identifying someone with a passion for
the issue. Focusing the role on the issue
and not related processes. Positioning the
assignment in the context of an important
initiative. And, providing support to the
incumbent in terms of advice and process
skills he/she ni.n need to draw on.

Providing
access to 'mentoring'
Mentoring programs - formal mechanisms to link new and seasoned leaders
as a developmental strategy - have grown
in popularity. The logic is compelling: providing up-and-coming leaders with regular
access to seasoned executives can accelerate
the learning curve, build 'street smarts,'and
help them succeed. Individuals win, and so
does the organization. However, these are
serious programs, requiring staff, money,
supporting processes, and broad-based
organizational commitment.
The underlying practice, however, is
worth considering. For instance, some organizations operate a simple 'buddy system:
' new appointees are paired with veterans
knowledgeable about the organization and
the issues that new managers will inevitably
face. Such arrangements continue as long
as they are useful. At best, they form relationships that grow over time; or they may
simply provide timely, pragmatic support
for employees making a major transition in
role, institution and/or culture.
Do you have struggling managers? Do
you have new appointees facing difficult
management challenges? Is there a commitment to easing the entry of new recruits to
the institution? It is a strategy to consider.

Encouraging
communities of practice
As John Seeley Brown points out in his book
Tlie Social Life of Information, the power of
data can only be leveraged in a social
context: it is often around the water cooler
and in the hallways that ideas are generated
and problems solved. Yet, office layouts,
big campuses, and heavy workloads can
mean few natural opportunities for people
to connect with those best equipped to
help them - not their managers, or even
close colleagues, but their 'communities of
practice,' peers with related responsibilities
elsewhere. Some academic chairs have said
they have learned most from opportunities
to meet with other chairs. The same has
been heard from administrators. Perhaps
it is the greatest value of formal networks
and associations, which bring together
people from across the country, not simply
the campus. The reality is that people are
hungry for the right kind of connection
- purposeful, relevant and anything but a
waste of time.
Bringing people together can be a lowcost, high-payoff strategy. What does it
take? Within a unit, sometimes as little as
a different agenda in a management meeting. And, when it comes to leveraging those
'communities of practice,' not much more:
someone to take the initial step, a room,
e-mail, and just enough structure that the
discussion remains productive. An occasional speaker, perhaps. Regular brown
bag lunches do not cost much, but they
can play a powerful role in delivering the
kind of pragmatic, reality-based skills real
leadership competence requires.
What is the moral of the story? Building leadership competence can happen
in many different ways. It takes thought,
commitment and ingenuity, but it can be
done, with or without the resources formal
programs require. ytt
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Human Resources

Making vision and
mission statements real
By jim Horn, Director, Human Resources, Zayed University, Dubai, UAE

V

ision and mission statements are
common to organizations. In the
case of universities, the statements
reflect the particular interests and environments of each institution. As a result, they
vary and are based on such factors as
size, location, source of students, nature
and mix of undergraduate and graduate
programs, depth and scope of scholarship and research, regional interests,
funding sources, government interaction and involvement, etc. Although the
statements vary, they generally have the
same purpose. They provide direction for
annual goal setting, budget allocation,
program development, and priority setting, and they may act as a framework to
assist with the decision-making processes
of the institution.

from the conceptual level of a vision and
mission to making them real at the operating level? Depending on who you ask, you
will get different answers. You may even
disagree with the assumption on which
this question is based. Most universities
have set out objectives and goals for their
mission statements. These objectives are
usually tied to an overall university plan
with some strategic statements included
in the plan. However, there appears to be
a gap in the thinking at this point. What
is lacking is an overall strategy that links
the university plan with the vision and
mission in a strategic manner. One of
the fundamental mental blocks is that
the thinking tends to get focused on the
academic side of the house and the total
university wide idea gets lost. To realize
the university plan, the total institution
must be taken into account. Especially
for academic leaders, it is important to
realize that this does not detract from the
university's core purpose, but rather it
strengthens it.

While considerable thought has been
given to the development of these statements, many are not being realized.
Although nicely framed and prominently
displayed on university documents, they
are simply there. The actual decisionmaking tends to reflect the leadership of
the day. A new board chair, a new president, a new vice-president, or a new dean
can have a significant impact on the institution and take it in different directions
according to that person's sense of what
needs to be done. Part of the reason for
this possibility is the ad hoc nature of the
operating level. The problems are obvious
and new leaders want to fix them. In fact,
in many cases, they have been appointed
to provide leadership to change. But how
effective have university leaders been in
change management? If you believe that
the change management process is too
ad hoc and lacks an overall direction,
then this article may stimulate some new
ideas of leading system-wide change in a
university.

It is unlikely that many universities
have given much thought to the development of institutional enabling strategies.
Strategic words are used, but the thinking
tends to be segregated on the two halves
of the house. It is suggested that what is
lacking are three fundamental strategies:
a human resource strategy, a financial
strategy, and an information technology
strategy. These three strategies are interwoven and interdependent. Combined, they
provide a powerful overall organizational
strategy that can move the university
towards its vision and mission and realization of the university plan. The strategy for
each must be well developed, current, and
consistent throughout the institution. This
article is directed at one of these strategies,
the human resource strategy.

The fundamental question is - why is it
that universities have difficulty in moving

If you were assigned the responsibility
of developing a human resource strategy
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for your university, what thoughts would
come to your mind? There can be many
different human resource strategies and
there is no one right approach.
The university is only as good as the
quality of its faculty, staff and students.
People are what make it happen. Therefore, the importance of developing an
institutional strategy regarding its people
is fundamental to realizing a vision and
mission. The strategy must be dynamic,
enabling, and continuously evolving and
developing in response to the changing
needs of the environment.
The essential elements in a human
resource strategy would be:
• The organizational frame
• The institution's policies and processes
• The institution's collective agreements
• The institution's processes of decision
making
• The institution's values

The organizational frame
The 'learning organization' represents the
ideal model of what a university would
like to be as an organization. The analogy
is the life-long learning model applied to
the organization. The mindset is one of
continuous ongoing improvement. The
organization encourages learning at all
levels: individual, groups or teams, organization, and the external community. This is
not to say that people are not doing things
well, it simply means that we are always
looking for better ways of doing whatever
we do. It is interesting to note that some
universities in the United States are using
this model.

Policies and processes
The purpose of policies and processes is to
provide guidance to administrators, managers and employees in conducting their
activities. Some policies provide guidance
to ensure that a university is compliant

"The fundamental question is - why is it that universities
have difficulty in moving from the conceptual level of a vision and
mission to making them real at the operating level?"
with federal and provincial legislation.
Other polices provide guidance so that
faculties, departments and units can be
run efficiently and effectively. The overall
objective of the university is to ensure that
the policies and processes are simple yet
effective and imbed institutional values
and principles. The ideal is to make life
as simple and transparent as possible
and minimize unnecessary bureaucratic
processes. Process review has evolved at
some universities and the methodologies
have been well developed. I his exercise is
well worth the time and effort.

is equally important is how these agreements are administered by the various
levels of management. The objective is to
achieve a mutual respect for the roles of
both union and management. But most
importantly, the ideal is to achieve a
mutual respect for one another in our
daily activities.

Decision-making
The university structure and decisionmaking processes were not designed for
system wide change. Newer processes for
exploration, discussion, engagement, and
decision-making have been successful in
other organizations. While respecting the
uniqueness and integrity of the university
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'One of the fundamental mental blocks is that the thinking tends
to get focused on the academic side of the house and the total
university wide idea gets lost. To realize the university plan,
the total institution must be taken into account."
culture, the university would be providing new opportunities and processes for
the engagement of faculty and staff in
how we might make things better. These
methodologies do not replace or change
existing structures or processes, but rather
they run in parallel to the ongoing operations of the university. Much experience
has been gained in other organizations
using 'large group interventions.'

have little knowledge of the underlying importance of values and value
systems. Knowledge of values is basic
to understanding human conflict either
at an individual level or group level.
Values influence much of what we do
as individuals and groups. This area is a
new and evolving area in organizational
development. It would be a powerful
methodology for universities - especially
those environments with serious union
management problems.

Values
This element is the most important and
most difficult to integrate. Many leaders

1

The foregoing sets out some basic
elements that could inform the develop-
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ment of a human resource strategy. One
could design it differently - the important
point is to have a well-developed human
resource strategy. What is also needed is
the development of a financial strategy
and an information technology strategy
that is truly system wide. Universities
have bits and pieces of each. But the
pieces are not developed and are not
part of an integrated strategy.
If you take a good look at all the literature and experience of organizations
where the general drive is to be the best,
there is one common finding. It all rests
with the leadership of the organization.
Effective leaders look for new ways of
doing things - new tools, new ideas and
new methodologies. Perhaps this article
will stimulate some new ideas for university leaders who are responsible for
change management. The message is that
ad hoc does not provide a real solution. A
more comprehensive, strategic approach
is needed. An integrated, system-wide
strategy of human resources, financial
and information technology could well
be the answer. ^U
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Legally Speaking

Universities and
their students:
in loco parentis?
By Peter Mercer, Professor of Law at the University of Western Ontario, where
he recently served as Vice-President Administration and General Counsel

E

ach Labour Day weekend, Canadian
universities participate in a rite of
passage that might be said to mark
the end of childhood for the thousands of
first year students who enter their gates.
The scenario is familiar: excited 17- and
18-year olds and their somber parents load
belongings into residence rooms assisted
by cheerily officious upper year students
in bright uniforms. The energy, like the
accompanying throb of myriad boom
boxes, is palpable.

The process is quick and efficient and
soon the families - restrained dads, visibly teary moms, and even more visibly
envious younger siblings - join the line of
departing minivans, ushered on their way
by the new frosh, all anxious to jump into
this new 'universe.' And what an amazing universe it is: gleaming residences, vast
campuses, and a dizzying array of clubs,
activities, facilities and programs - and
NO PARENTS!
This, of course, is a necessary part of
the equation. Leaving home to attend university full-time is partly what enables a
young adult to grow intellectually and
socially. Yet, these young adults are still
their parents' children and the same
mothers and fathers who want their kids
to experience university life also want
them to do so safely and prudently. When
entering students are younger, as Ontario's
high school graduates now are, parental
concerns can be expected to be even more
acute.
What is the role of the university in
respect of these students? What do they
and their families have a right to expect?
In particular, can it be said that universities
are standing in loco parentis (literally, "in
the place of a parent")?
The legal notion of in loco parentis
achieved greatest prominence in the
nineteenth century and developed in the
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context of certain types of relationships
such as those of trustee-beneficiary or
schoolmaster-pupil. The purpose was to
impose a general responsibility (or grant
broad authority) to act in the best interests
of a child under one's care. This responsibility could encompass ensuring that the
child acted in conformity with the social
and behavioural norms of the time.
This is not a responsibility that universities can reasonably be expected to assume.
University students may not have reached
the age of majority for some purposes, but
they are expected to have a developed
sense of responsibility. Indeed, a number
of Canadian universities expressly state,
in Student Codes of Conduct for example,
something to the effect that "The University does not stand in loco parentis in relation to its student members, having no
general responsibility for the moral and
social behaviour of its students, as if they
were its wards."
Nevertheless, even though not cast in
a general in loco parentis role, universities
are likely to be increasingly subject to
other specific heads of legal responsibility vis-a-vis students and their families.
For example, provincial legislation, and the
judicial decisions interpreting and applying it, is not shrinking either in volume
or complexity. One need only think of the
effect of human rights legislation in such
areas as the accommodation of students
with disabilities or the implications of
privacy legislation on the use of student
records.
Then there are the obligations that
universities place upon themselves, set out
in printed materials or on the web, which
form part of the contractual relationship
with each student. These include not only
the delivery of the academic programs
and any other obligations contained in
university academic and administrative

policies, but, arguably, other sorts of
representations as well. Representations
made by universities in their promotional
materials are likely to result in contractual
entitlements for students relying on those
representations. Furthermore, the scope of
a university's specific liability for failing to
maintain the condition of premises under
the principles of occupier's liability, say
by not clearing ice from residence steps
in wintertime, might be extended by a
general statement in a brochure telling
prospective students that their safety is
assured in campus residences.
Even though the courts are unlikely to
impose an in loco parentis duty on universities to step into parental shoes, universities
must take care to manage the relationships
which they seek to have with their students. This is because the courts will call
universities to account for failing to abide
by their own policies and representations.
Furthermore, these are now so extensive
as to give rise, cumulatively, to what is
known in negligence law as a 'special
relationship,' which can be seen as a kind
of first cousin to in loco parentis.
When this special relationship is found
to exist, a 'duty of care' is imposed. This is
not the same as finding a university to be
in loco parentis, but courts will not shrink
from finding that a university has been
negligent where a student was injured
in circumstances which indicate that the
university fell below the standard for
exercising that duty.
Students come to university to take
risks; or, as the poet William Blake put it,
"to willingly suspend their disbelief" by
opening themselves to new ideas. Universities want to encourage that sort of
risk-taking and free enquiry, but would
be well-advised to focus on identifying
and managing the other sorts of risks that
could give rise to legal liability. jH

Publication Revie

w

elcome to our newest regular column featuring reviews of selected books and papers
that are relevant to the field of administration in our universities and colleges. Your
comments and suggestions would be appreciated.
^ ^

Publication:
Universities in the Marketplace
Author: Derek Bok
Published by: Princeton
University Press, 2003
Reviewed by: Ken Snowdon,
Snowdon 6 Associates Inc.
In this timely, informative book, Derek
Bok, former President of Harvard University, provides an insightful perspective
on the dangers inherent in the pursuit of
commercialization in universities. "The
emphasis throughout is on the dilemmas
of commercialization for the university
and the appropriate response to promote
the purposes and protect the values of the
institution." (p.32)
Bok's focus, for the most part, is on
American research universities and his
examination of commercialization1 in
three areas - athletics, scientific research
and educational offerings - provides well
constructed arguments, with evidence and
anecdotes of the impacts on higher education in America. Of course, his warnings
about the dangers of commercialization
in academe are increasingly applicable
to situations in Canada. The case for athletic scholarships and different admission
standards for athletes (in pursuit of winning teams and the supposed financial
benefits) remains a contentious issue in
Canada. Similarly, the commercialization
of scientific research has been cited as a
major issue2 and the fact there are now
numerous 'cost-recovery educational programs' or for-profit education offerings in
Canadian universities simply illustrates
the trans-national nature of the messages
in Universities in the Marketplace.
While Bok provides persuasive arguments about the perils and pitfalls of com-

mercialization, he is less persuasive in his
prescription for reining in the worst practices. He relies heavily on assertions about
the need to return to or maintain 'academic
values' without providing a clear defining
statement of such values and identifying
exactly how such 'values' are to be used to
develop policy in an area (commercialization) that has the potential of major, primarily financial, benefits. His recognition of the
need for greater faculty involvement in
commercialization decisions is juxtaposed
with his own views about the reality of ineffective faculty governance, yet the author
leaves the reconciliation untended and
incomplete. In fact, one of the more interesting issues that seems to pervade various
parts of the book, and would benefit from a
more thorough examination, is university
governance - or the lack thereof.
Bok's prescription seems somewhat
dated and overly simplistic in an era
where faculty (and teaching assistants)
have sought the protection and representation of unions to address many
aspects of academe, once the purview
of Senates or Academic Councils; and
where the 'massification' of higher education has removed some of the mystery
of the professoriate and, in the process,
has demonstrated there are a variety of
higher education experiences that lend
themselves quite well to addressing the
learning requirements of students. As
Pocklington and Tupper noted in No Place

to Learn, "The ivory tower has long since
laded .is reality."3
Unwersities in the Marketplace provides
an informative look at the dilemmas of
commercialization and Bok does a good
job of chronicling the issues and challenges
to academe. Many of the issues and arguments are relevant to the Canadian higher
education scene. His prescriptions are limited, however, and the overall impact would
have been strengthened considerably had
he developed his final chapters with a true
reformist zeal rather than as an informed
observer of higher education who harkens
back to the era of the 'ivory tower'
Universities in the Marketplace is worth a
read, not only for its examination of 'commercialization,' but also because it leaves
the reader with questions about governance
- or lack thereof.
End Notes:
' Bok defines 'commercialization' as "efforts
within the university to make a profit from
teaching, research, and other campus activities." (p.3)
2
See, for example, Canadian Association
of University Teachers (CAUT) comments
on commercialization - www.caut.ca,, T.
Pocklington and A Tupper, No Place to
Learn: Wliy Universities Aren't Working,
UBC Press, 2002
3
T. Pocklington and A Tupper, No Place to
Learn: Wljy Universities Aren't Working, UBC
Press, 2002 (p.7) ^
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CURIE: A success story

i

The beginning of this article under the heading A decade of success is a reprint of a portion of the original article written by
Bob Worth, Executive Director, Financial Services at the University of Victoria. The continuation under the heading A decade
plus five includes excerpts from Bob's original article and has been updated by Stewart Roberts, Claims Manager .it CURIE.

A decade of success
four-person office in Oakville dedicated exclusively to serving
Like the National Networks of Centres of Excellence and CAUBO,
the Canadian Universities Reciprocal Insurance Exchange
its subscribers while maintaining the necessary links to the com(CURIE) underlines the service and financial benefits available
mercial insurance world.
to universities when they creatively coordinate their resources,
energies and expertise.
A decade plus five
CURIE was created in response to major changes in commercial
The four-person office opened in Oakville was and still is led by
insurance coverage for universities during the 1980s. Premiums
Keith Shakespeare, COO. Jayan Panikkar was the claims manrose dramatically and coverage on bodily injury risks was steadily
ager, John Kerr, the accounting manager, and Terry Page, the
reduced despite management practices that kept annual claims
administrative and claims assistant. Jay Panikkar retired in June
significantly below the premiums paid.
of 1999, and was replaced by Stewart Roberts, as claims manager.
Stewart has a lengthy background with CURIE as with his previThis situation arose, in part, because insurers overreacted to
ous employer, handled many CURIE claims as a road adjuster.
several unfortunate court decisions. In one notorious incident, a
Carrie Green joined CURIE in June of 1999, as a Risk Management
burglar fell through a skylight in Boston and successfully sued
Analyst. Carrie has now taken over the position of Financial and
his intended robbery victim for $600,000 because the skylight did
Administrative Services Coordinator with John Kerr's departure
not conform to the current building code. As well, property and
from CURIE. Terry still holds the operation together as the admincasualty insurance rates have historically fluctuated between
istrative and claims assistant.
extreme highs and lows in seven- to nine-year cycles,
^^ ^^^
in sharp contrast to relatively stable tuition and
CURIE has matured from being an uncapitalgovernment funding.
"Risk
ized but acceptable collection of risks in 1988,
to being recognized in 1997 as Canada's
As a result, liability rates per student
^M
management is the
largest block of insured property risks
soared and each year more university
^M
with $30 billion in assets. After only
activities became uninsurable. This
identification of hazards,
nine years, CURIE and its 44 subsituation inspired Eric Fleming,
scribers attract the underwriting
Kisk Manager at the University of
the rational and thorough
support at enviable rates of the
Toronto; CAUBO Executive Direclargest, most knowledgeable,
tor Ken Clements; Al Simms, the
process of avoiding or controlling
respected and financially solUniversity of Manitoba's legal
vent reinsurance companies in
advisor; and others to work with
the risks, and, if appropriate,
Europe and North America.
consulting actuaries The Wyatt
Now in 2003 - five short years
Company to establish CURIE.
transferring the risk by way of a
later - CURIE has 55 subscribOn January 1,1988,42 Canaers, is licensed in nine provinces
dian universities started pooling
waiver, a contractual provision or
(all provinces but Quebec), and
and collectively insuring their
insures approximately $54 billion
property, liability and errors and
insurance to another individual, in assets.
omissions risks through their new
insurance entity. CURIE's objectives
institution or insurance
A Board of Directors oversees
were:
CURIE's insurance professionals and
company."
• To stabilize premium rates and protect
ensures that this university insurance
them from the volatility of insurance market
vehicle is fair to its subscribers, both individucycles.
ally and collectively, and that it evolves each year
to meet constantly changing university subscriber needs.
• To broaden liability exposure coverage, add catastrophic
The Board includes three representatives apiece from Ontario,
earthquake coverage, and make available higher policy limits
the West and the Atlantic provinces, plus the Executive Director
than those achieved by individual subscribers.
of CAUBO. Besides this regional representation and an effort to
• To coordinate and promote improved risk management, focusing
have campuses of varying sizes represented, Board members are
on activities and hazards common to university campuses.
recruited from subscribing university ranks for their risk manage• Initially, to reduce premium rates by 20%. This was followed
ment, legal, financial and senior management expertise.
by further rate reductions and over $9.7 million in premium
rebates to initial subscribers.
During its first three years, CURIE operations were handled
in the Toronto office of Johnson and Higgins, a large and very
supportive international insurance broker with the broad range
of expertise needed by a new insurer. In 1992, CURIE opened a
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The group meets on a quarterly basis to review the operations
of CURIE, including the financial results and all large claims in
progress, and to identify trends in losses and exposures facing
the subscribers. The Board's familiarity with campus issues and
the unique culture of the university is used to develop practical

risk management initiatives, from safe lab practices to responsible
hazardous waste disposal and athletics coaching.
Prior to the events of September 11, 2001, the insurance markets were hardening. The economy was slowing down, investments in every form were providing diminishing returns, and
losses were rising, both at the primary insurer level and at the
reinsurer level. The terrorist attacks of September 11 hardened
the markets instantly. Insurance premiums were increasing significantly on renewals, some doubling, or worse. Some entities
that had long relationships with their insurers had their coverage
cancelled and/or not renewed. Coverages were being restricted
with new exclusions and higher deductibles or self-insured retentions in many cases.
Although policy premiums have been on the rise with CURIE,
the individual subscriber's premiums are much lower than they
would be in the general insurance markets. There is still much
better stability with CURIE than what many are seeing with the
standard insurance markets. The excess and reinsurance markets
have had an effect on the premium increases, which CURIE has
had to pass on to its subscribers. CURIE was able to avoid hefty
increases in 2001 and 2002 as a result of a five-year underwriting
agreement, which ended December 31, 2002. The 2003 renewals
saw the reinsurance/excess premiums on the property program
almost double, while they quadrupled on the liability program.
Here are two comparisons of current normal market pricing
versus CURIE pricing. Without elaborating on the coverages, the
CURIE coverages are generally broader with much higher policy
limits. When a small university compared pricing, the results
indicated normal market pricing of $21,500 versus CURIE pricing of $8,500. For a bigger university, the results were normal
market of $344,000 versus CURIE pricing of $169,000. These are
two examples of the pricing advantage that CURIE provides and
they do not include the service aspects.
CURIE's third objective after stabilizing premium fluctuations
and broadening coverage is to promote good risk management
practices on all subscriber campuses. What does this include?
Slips and falls comprise the most frequent claims incidents, so
our strategies to reduce injuries as well as the indemnity and legal
defense costs they generate include prompt and well-documented
snow removal, the application of proper waxes to a wide variety
of floors, the installation of strip lighting in darkened auditoriums
and lecture halls, and other routine maintenance steps to create a
safe environment for all users of these facilities.
Campuses also have numerous activities that require special
risk management steps. If students or others using university

facilities want to undertake high risk activities such as contact
sports, scuba diving and mountain climbing, they must be well
supervised and forewarned of the potential for serious, even fatal
injury. It may be appropriate to develop indemnification waivers
that assign responsibility to the individual who chooses to participate in these activities in full knowledge of the risks involved.
Risk management is, therefore, the identification of hazards,
the rational and thorough process of avoiding or controlling the
risks, and, if appropriate, transferring the risk by way of a waiver,
a contractual provision or insurance to another individual, institution or insurance company. It is up to individual subscribers
to know about the activities for which they are responsible, both
on and off campus. At the same time, CURIE provides invaluable assistance to university administrators charged with this
responsibility. Through its influential bimonthly Risk Management
Newsletter, seminars, website homepage, e-mail discussion group,
and, most importantly, its accessibility by phone, CURIE disseminates risk management information to reduce the frequency and
severity of injuries and property damage.
Subscriber satisfaction surveys consistently indicate that this
responsiveness to a wide variety of unique situations is the most
valued CURIE membership benefit. In addition to the broad
experience of Keith and his team, CURIE utilizes the Insurers'
Advisory Organization for facilities inspections. It can also draw
on its network of technical risk advisors in our reinsurers, excess
property insurers, and other universities both in Canada and
abroad to control new hazards as they are identified. Premiums
are discounted for favourable loss experience in order to create
a financial incentive for responsible risk management by each
subscriber. By the same token, they are increased as a penalty for
adverse experience using five-year averages.
One of the major challenges confronting Canadian universities
has been the impact of deferred maintenance on their ability to
continue to provide a safe working and student environment. The
ongoing provision of site inspections by CURIE and its service
providers helps to provide objective risk management information
to assist university administrations to meet this challenge.
It is this type of proactivity that has made CURIE such a vital
part of effective university administration in Canada. Mff
Bob Worth is director of financial services at the University of Victoria
tiinl served on the CURIE Board from 1991 to 1996, itu hiding two years
as its chair. Reprinted with permission from the April 2997 issue of
University Manager, the official publication of the Canadian Association of University Business Officers.
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Profile of new CAUBO
President Gary Draper

New devel
new chalk
By Christine Hanhm

D 1]&VB

everyone can
learn from everyone else," says Gary Draper. "And I've never
met anyone on a committee, regardless of the size of their university, who didn't feel that they got more out of CAUBO than they
put in." The new president of CAUBO sees the association as
providing invaluable tools for universities to share information,
resources and expertise. He points out that, outside of CAUBO
and regional associations, there is not as much ongoing communication between universities as one might think. Yet, institutions
are often dealing with common issues and challenges.
"CAUBO is capable of picking up an issue important to universities and facilitating discussion, exploration or even an education
about a particular issue," says Draper, pointing to the success of
such initiatives as the deferred maintenance study. During his
term as president, he hopes to shepherd the culmination of other
important endeavors such as the development of a support system
in the area of faculty negotiations.
Draper describes learning as one of his core values. "I always
like to learn," he explains. "I've been involved in different facets
of the CAUBO board and it has been fascinating. I enjoy talking
to and meeting with my colleagues. That's often how we find
out what's going on. I think it's given me a much broader understanding of universities in general." Draper's strong thirst for
learning began long before he became a member of the university
community.
A native of Windsor, Nova Scotia, he spent three years working
for the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, before enrolling in
business at Acadia University. That decision would prove to be
a defining one for his career. After graduation. Draper moved to
Fredericton to complete his Chartered Accountant designation. He
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>pments to explore,
nges to meet
was then hired by a real estate developer/property management
quite a challenge." He finds formulating the investment strategy
company in Halifax. After five years, it was time to move on.
and structuring the endowment to maximize return especially
gratifying, as he knows that greater payouts translate into a
While on a family vacation in Digby, Nova Scotia, Draper
healthy student scholarship program. Adds Draper, "The things
came across a posting for the position of Chief Financial Officer
I enjoy doing in my job are things that I can dig into and actually
at the local school board. Thus began his career in the world of
build a case for."
education. Two years later, he again found himself at Acadia
University, this time on the other side of the desk as Director of
This appreciation for acquiring the knowledge that can lead to
Financial Analysis.
change is a large part of what drove Draper to become involved
with CAL'HO. In 1999, after several years of involvement with
During more than 14 years at Acadia, Draper has performed
the Association of Atlantic University Financial Officers, he was
financial research for university projects, assumed responsibility
for Pensions and Group Benefits, and
performed the duties of Associate Comp"CAUBO is capable of picking up an issue important
troller and Chief Financial Officer. "I've
been allowed to do a number of things
to universities and facilitating discussion, exploration
including financial analysis, pensions
and benefits, and faculty negotiations
or even an education about a particular issue."
- whatever has come up," he explains.
Now, as Vice-President, Finance and Treasurer, he is responsible
for all financial aspects of the university, from financial management and budgets to treasury matters.
"Facilities management is another area that I quite enjoy,"
reflects Draper, who has been involved in the Residence Advantage Program that includes the renovation of all Acadia residences
as well as the building of a new facility. "I find it very exciting
to see these plans materialize and to see a tangible finished
product."
He also derives great satisfaction from working with endowments, although this responsibility only comprises about 5"> of
his position. "It's interesting how all the pieces come together,"
says Draper. "I like the complexity of the investment theory. It's

invited onto the CAUBO board and became part of the Treasury
Committee. "Between meetings, planning conferences and being
part of conferences, I learned a tremendous amount about investment and treasury issues," Draper recalls.
"My general feeling is that CAUBO is a wonderful deal for
small universities," he adds, noting that many smaller institutions can onlv afford to hire a limited amount of expertise. "The
ability to beef up their knowledge base is substantial." Acadia,
for instance, does not have a full-time treasurer.
Larger universities can bring extensive expertise to the organization and its committees because of their broader experience.
On the other hand, roles at the larger institutions tend to be highly
specialized, offering more limited opportunities for exposure to
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"The challenge for CAUBO is in
attempting to do many things with
limited resources. Many of the projects
deliver maximum impact with a
limited number of dollars."
the continuation of volunteers. We need to ask ourselves how we
plan to build a vibrant volunteer base. What are the opportunities
for them? How can we facilitate a rewarding experience?"
He notes that the strategic plan will also be very useful for
Executive Director Jacques Samson, who is continuously interfacing with new groups that may not be familiar with CAUBO and
its mission. Sharpening the sense of direction will also help with
attracting a new executive director when Jacques retires
j«j
in the coming years. The issue of developing a plan for
"Because CAUBO is volunteer-driven, it
succession is a critical one that Draper hopes to address
during his t.'rm as president. He knows that the details
most important that we have a strategy f O r
of key projects are handled largely by the staff in Ottawa
ensuring the continuation of volunteers.•
and that having a skilled administrator is an invaluable
asset.
organizations. Presently, the committee is examining the updating
Draper will be relying on the executive director to implement
of this guide, while the Tax Committee is working on an update of
a system of support around faculty negotiations for universitheGST/HST guide that was originally created with the assistance
ties across the country. After a year of review and negotiations,
of Ernst & Young.
CAUBO has reached the point where decisions can be made on the
structure this support will take. A number of recommendations
Last year, the Treasury Committee was involved in organizing
have been presented and it is now up to CAUBO to determine the
a conference on hedge funds delivered by Commonfund's Todd
approach that makes the most sense for its membership.
Petzel. Draper points out that, because of their high regard for
CAUBO as a voice for business officers at Canadian universities,
At the same time, Draper plans to oversee the launching of
organizations such as Ernst & Young and Commonfund have, in
the new CAUBO web site, where each committee will have its
the past, donated some of their time to the association. As a result,
own page. Other capabilities being considered include providing
universities have access to these services for a minimal cost. "The
automated reports on issues raised by members on the various
challenge for CAUBO is in attempting to do many things with
listserves. The web site is yet another asset in a toolbox from
limited resources," Draper explains. "Many of the projects deliver
which institutions can access the resources to address an evermaximum impact with a limited number of dollars."
changing array of challenges. Draper points out that CAUBO has
been quick to lend support to universities encountering demands
CAUBO's greatest resources, he adds, are its volunteers. "They
for amalgamation of their financial information within provini ial
are the key to its survival," says Draper. "Without volunteers,
government reporting.
CAUBO becomes irrelevant, but, unless it's relevant, it loses
volunteers." He points to the recent development of the strategic
He notes that there are always new developments to explore,
plan as vital for sustaining this cycle. The strategic plan provides
new challenges to meet. "There are issues at the fore that haven't
focus, clarity and vision as well as a national umbrella under which
percolated to the top of the CAUBO agenda as yet," he says. But
each committee can operate. "It validates what we are doing as
when they do, he will be ready to face them and to learn what
an organization," adds Draper. "Because CAUBO is volunteerneeds to be learned in order to ensure the entire CAUBO agenda
driven, it is most important that we have a strategy for ensuring
continues to move forward, fyt
other facets of university administration. Draper sees CAUBO
as an ideal theatre for the exchange of information both among
universities and among the specialities within them.
"We're only as good as our committees," he says. He recalls
how, several years ago, the Financial Reporting Committee issued
an invaluable financial guide when the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants changed the accounting rules for not-for-profit

"There are always new
developments to explore, new
challenges to meet."
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Your Institutionally Owned Campus Computer Store:

.i*

Are More Than You Think!

yye are Campus Technology Leaders, Facilitators, and Industry Relationship Builders.
Our staff are industry trained and non-commissioned. We are self-supporting
operations, with all surpluses going back to our institutions. We are able to facilitate
equipment donations and special bid pricing. We offer on-campus convenience and
many value-add services. We are the facilitators of your own campus IT standards as
we sell only what is deemed to be your official campus standard. We provide a host of
, campus economic spin-offs from newspaper
g~l
y •advertising, to student donations, to varsity
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sport sponsor.ships and student employment.
/
Talk to your Campus Computer Store
Manager about the details behind these
Dene ts
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The Value of Your 5Si
viic Computer
P n m n i i t p r Store
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Portrait du nouveau
president de I'ACPAU
Gary Draper

De nouvell
de nouveai
Par Christine llaiilon

Je crois

que nous pouvons tous apprendre des ,iutres », dit Gary Draper. « Et je n'ai
Jamais rencontre un membre de comitg, peu importe la taille de
I'universite dont il provenait, qui ne reconnaissait pas tirer plus
de I'ACPAU qu'il en donnait. I.e nouveau president de I'ACPAU
considers que I'association fournit de precieux outils aux uni\ ei sites qui leur permettent de partager information, ressources
el expertise. 11 souligne q u a pari I'ACPAU et des associations
regionales, les universitgs communiquenl en fail tres peu entre
elles, meme si elles font souvent face aux memes problemes et
doivenl relever les memes defis.
I \ C I ' \ l peut identifier une question importante jux universites et en laciliter la discussion, l'exploration et meme assurer
la formation SUT ce SUJet », poursuit-il, illustrant ses propos du
succes d'initiatives comme I'etudesur 1'entretien dilfere. Au COUT3
de son terme, il espere mener a bien d'autres travaux d'importance
comme la mise au point d u n svstemedesoutienaux negodations
avec les professeurs.
Apprendre est une des \ aleurs fondamentales deGary Draper,
«J'aime toujoursapprendre, explique-t-il. J'ai participea diverses
facettes du conseil de I'ACPAU et j'ai trouv£cela fascinant. Jaime
bien rencontrer mes collegues et leur parler. C'est bien souvent
la meilleure facon de savoir ce qui so passe. J'ai ainsi acquis une
comprehension plus globale des universites en general. » Cette
soil d'apprendre ne date pas d'hier d'ailleurs...
\atif de Windsor, Nouvelle-bCOSSe, (lary Draper a travaille
trois ans a la Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, avant de
s'ms, rire en administration a 1'universiW Acadia, decision qui
influenca toute sa carriere. Ses etudes terminees, il demenageait
a Fredericton pour obtenir son titre professionnel de comptable
agree. Un promoteur et gestionnaire immobilier de Halifax
I'embaucha, od il travailla pendant cinq ans.
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s avenues a explorer,
x defis a relever
puisqu'il sait que des paiements plus importanls se traduisenl par
En vacances a Digby, Nouvelle-Ecosse, I'annonce d'un poste
un programme de bourses etudiantes plus solide. D'ajouter Ciarv
d'administrateur superieur des affaires financieres a la commisDraper: « Ce que j'aime surtout de mon travail, c'est de pouvoir
sion scolaire locale piqua sa curiosity. II debutait de la sorte sa
approfondir un sujet et batir un argumentaire. »
carriere dans le domaine de l'education. Deux ans plus tard, il se
retrouvait a Acadia, cette fois en quality de directeur de l'analvse
Ce gout d'apprendre afin de favoriser le changement fait
financiere
largement partie de ce qui a entraine Gary Draper a se joindre a
I'ACPAU. En 1999, apres plusieurs annees au sein de I'Association
Pendant plus de 14 annees a Acadia, Gary Draper a men£des
of Atlantic University Financial Officers, il a et£ invito a se joindre
etudes financieres pour divers projets universitaires, assumant
la responsabiliU des regimes de
reiraite et des avantages collectirs
« L'ACPAU peut identifier une question importante
etcumulant les laches decontroleur
associeetde directeur financier, ['ai
aux universites et en faciliter la discussion, I'exploration
pu toucher a diverses fonctions,
1'analyse financiere, les regimes de
et meme assurer la formation sur ce sujet. »
reiraite el les avantages collectifs,
les negotiations ave< les professeurs - tout ce qui se presentait ,
au conseil de I'ACPAU et a faire partie du comite de la tresorerie.
explique-t-il, En tant que vice-president/ finance et tresorerie, il
« Au fil des reunions, de la planification des congres et de la parest mainlenant responsable de loules les affaires financieres de
ticipation aux congres, j'ai beaucoup appris sur les questions de
I'universite, delagestion financiereaux budgets etaux questions
placement et de tresorerie », admet-il.
de tresorerie.
«Je crois que I'ACPAU est une excellente affaire pour les petites
universit£s », ajoute-t-il, notant que plusieurs petits etablissements
«J'aime bier aussi la gestion des Installations ••, note Gary
Draper, qui a collabor<? au programme Residence Advantage, qui n'ont pas les moyens de se payer toute l'expertise voulue. « La
capacity de consolider leur base de connaissances est reelle. »
COmprend la renovation de loules les resiliences de I'universite et
la construction d u n nouvel edifice. • Je trouve fast inanl de voir Acadia, par exemple, n'a pas de tresorier a temps plein.
ces plans se materialise!- et de voir un produil I in i tangible. »
Les plus grands etablissements peuvent apporter beaucoup
d'expertise a I'association el a ses comites etant donn6 leur plus
Le travail avec les lends de dotation lui apporte aussi beauvaste experience. D'un autre cote, les fonctions au sein de ces
coup de satisfaction, quoiqu'il ne represenlc qu'environ 5 ".,
dtablissements sont hautement specialisees, ce qui limite les occade sa tache. « II est interessant de voir comment les pieces du
sions d'explorer d'autres facettes de la gestion universitaire. Le
puzzle s'assemblenl, dit-il. I'aiine la complexity de la the.me
nouveau president conside-re I'ACPAU comme un excellent forum
des placements. C'est tout un deTi. •• II trouve la formulation de
d'6change non seulement entre les universites, mais aussi entre
la strategic de placement et la structuration du fonds de dotales divers specialistes au sein des universites.
tion afin d'optimiser le rendement particulieremenl gratifiantes,
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« Le principal defi de l'ACPAU est
d'accomplir plusieurs taches avec des
ressources limitees. Plusieurs des projets
ont un effet important sans necessiter
des depenses importantes. »
« Nos comites sont notre principale force », dit-il. II se rappelle, il y a quelques annees, que le comite sur les rapports finan(iers a publie un precieux guide lorsque l'lnstitut canadien des
comptables agrees a modifie les normes des organismes a but non
Un ratif. Le comite se pencheactuellement sur une misea jour de
ir guide tandis qui' le comite sur les taxes et impots travaille a
une misea jour du guide sur la I PS/ I VII, auquel Ernst & Young
avail collabore a I'origine.
igfc

« II est essentiel que nous ayons une
strategie pour assurer le maintien des

possibility leurorrrons-nous ? Comment leur assurer une experience enrichissante ? »
II souligne que le plan strategique sera aussi Ires utile au
directeur executif, Jacques Samson, qui traite eonlinuellenienl
avec de nouveaux groupes qui ne connaissent pas l'ACPAU et
sa mission. Une meilleure orientation facilitera aussi la n
lorsque Jacques Samson prendra sa retraite. La question de la
succession est tres importante et le president espere pouvoir la
regler pendant son terme. II sait fort bien
que les details entourant certains projets
cles sont assures par le personnel a Ottawa
et qu'un administrateur qualifie est un
benevoles. »
precieux a tout.

L'annee derniere, le comite de la tresorerie a organise une
conference sur les fonds de couverture donnee par Todd Petzel
de Commonfund. Gary Draper ajoute que des organismes comme
Ernst & Young et Commonfund tiennent l'ACPAU en haute estime
comme representant des gestionnaires universitaires canadiens,
ce qui les a amenes a donner du temps a ('association. De la
sorte, les universites ont acces a leurs services a un cout minime.
« Le principal defi de l'ACPAU est d'accomplir plusieurs taches
avec des ressources limitees, explique Gary Draper. Plusieurs
des projets ont un effet important sans necessiter des depenses
importantes. »
La principale ressource de l'ACPAU demeure ses benevoles.
IN en assurent la survie. Sans benevoles, l'ACPAU perdrait en
pertinence et a moms d'etre pertinente,elleperd des benevoles. »
La mise au point d'un plan strategique est essenlielle a ce
chapitre. I e plan strategique donne 1'orientation, la clarte et la
vision, de memequ'un cadre national sous lequel chaquecomite
peut fonctionner. • Le plan valide ce que nous faisons en tanl
qu'organisme. II est essentiel que nous ayons une strategie pour
assurer le maintien des benevoles. Nous devons nous demander
comment nous comptons batir une base benevole solide. Quel les

Gary Draper compte sur le directeur
executif pour mettre en place un systeme de soutien aux nego< lations avec les professeurs. Comme suite a une annee d'etude et
de negociations, l'ACPAU doit decider de la structure de soutien
qu'elle ollrira. II v a un certain nombre de propositions sur la
table et l'ACPAU doit decider de ce qui convknt le mieux a ses
membres.
Gary Draper veut aussi superviser le lancement du nouveau
site Web de l'ACPAU, oil chaque comite- aura sa propre page.
Parmi les possibilites a l'erude, on retrouve la livraison automatique de rapports sur les questions soulevees par les membres
dans les diverses listes de diffusion. Le site Web est un autre outil
qui permet aux etablissements d'avoir acces a des ressources afin
de faire face a des defis changeants. Gary Draper indique que
l'ACPAU a soutenu les universites auxquelles on demandait de
se plier aux normes provinciales de reddition de l'information
financiere.
II note qu'il y a toujours de nouvelles avenues a explorer, de
nouveaux defis a relever. •• 11 y a des questions de premiere ligne
qui ne sont pas encore apparues a l'ordre du jour de l'ACPAU »,
dit-il. II sera pret a apprendre ce qu'il faut afin de s'assurer que
l'ordre du jour de I'aSSOdation aille de I'avant.

« II y a toujours de
nouvelles avenues a explorer, de
nouveaux defis a relever. »
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When attempting to
understand someone else's

heritage
it helps to have one of your own
Because Follett has its own strong heritage, we have a unique
appreciation for the legacy and culture of the institutions we
serve. We believe the campus bookstore should reflect the
distinct values, mission and identity of each institution. So we
operate as a transparent partner, promoting your identity, not
our own.
For more information on how to partner with Follett, please
contact Joe Skaggs, Vice President, at 800.323.4506, ext. 7029
or jskaggs@fheg.follett.com.
After 130 years, we've learned a lot about managing college
bookstores. And even more about the institutions we serve.
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SEAMARK was founded in 1982 with a single purpose: To achieve each client's objectives
through prudent investment principles that preserve and enhance capital.
It was a simple statement, but a lofty goal.
r F O U R
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M 0 V 1 NG
P E R I O D S
E N D I N G DECEMBER 3 1
Based on RBC Global Services sample of balanced pension funds. Performance data is calculated on an annualized basis,
prior to fees and taxes (except for withholding lax, if any, on foreign income).
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During the ensuing twenty years we have not wavered from that purpose.
Perhaps the most gratifying proof of our success lies, not in the consistent results our clients
enjoy but, the confidence they have in SEAMARK and our people.

LA

SEAMARK
Asset Managei
INVESTMENT COUNSE

or more information, plea
ilGillis at (902) 423.931;

